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From The Principal's Desk 

 

“Education is not the learning of  Facts but the training of  the mind to think.” 

 – Albert Einstein 

 With the adoption of NEP 2020, it is now accepted, more than ever, that learning experience for a student 

needs to provide much more than just the acquisition of rigorous academic content. It must, compulsorily, 

revolve around fostering critical thinking, communication, collaboration, creativity, and other 21st century 

skills much needed to thrive in this continuously evolving world. The push to prioritize 21st century skills is 

typically motivated by the belief that all students should be equipped with the knowledge, skills, work     

habits, and character traits elemental to their existence as productive global citizens. A failure to                  

adequately prepare students effectively denies them opportunities, with potentially significant                        

consequences for our economy, democracy, and   society. 

With the declaration of an early summer vacation due to pandemic situation in thecurrent session, the 

school designed the Creative and Constructive Collaboration Programme to keep children involved in 

meaningful activities thus distancing them, even though momentarily, from the largely looming gloom 

and insecurity. Our plans were structured by our inventive staff and lovingly nurtured by young       

enthusiasts from the KATHA group, volunteers from the teaching community, zealous B.ElEd trainees 

and supportive parent partners who actively spearheaded the programme to invigorate and engage 

the young minds in a myriad of online activities. These online sessions not just ensured a break free 

spiral learning but also vouched for a continuous emotional connect with friends and  facilitators.  

The Online activities planned for the pre-school and the pre-primary students infused  liveliness through 

creative constructs of Doodle art, Little Chef’s Day, Creative expressions and Fun n Fitness. Every day of the 

Creative and Constructive Collaboration Programme began with a quality circle time that worked towards 

forging stronger emotional bonds with the teacher and setting them on a routine of cordialities. Value Yarn 

and Smart Talk catered to their overall personality development with the Panchtantra Tales elementally 

shaping their characters. The Creative and Constructive Collaboration Programme claimed success for it 

built upon the cross disciplinary skills to create young potential futuristic individuals with an enhanced  

subset of skills to believe in. These skills learnt in the most amazingly fun ways will certainly take them a 

long way and meet the true purpose of Education. 

Please click on the attached link to view our students in action in the Creative and Constructive                        

Collaboration Programme and to view our cherished memories of the Camp, simply scroll down the digital 

pages. 

Link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JC0MuiwtBYY  

Geeta Gangwani 
Principal 



From The Headmistress's Desk 

Education must not simply teach work - it must teach life. 

                                                                                 -W.E.B Du Bois 

Unprecedented times curate exceptional solutions. A virtual Summer Camp is 
our answer to keeping children involved in productive activities. Fun and frolic 
are the two underlined characteristics of a summer camp. With our designed 
programme we brought in a third and the most important one, the ability to 
gather one’self in the toughest of times with the courage to move ahead. Covid 
19, global pandemic, brought a halt to what we had taken for granted and            
over-hauled our complete lifestyle. Just as we had managed the smooth                  
transition from offline to online classes, time now beckoned us to go beyond and 
bring in more to our online strategies.  
 
The Creative and Constructive Collaboration Programme brought in the fresh 
perspective to constructively move ahead with the listed activities for the        
students of Pre-School and Pre-Primary. With our technological farsightedness 
we successfully brought energetic exercises to all households infusing a                     
systematic routine to the tiny tots through the Fun n Fitness Day. Virtual                    
activities like Creative Expressions, Doodle Arts , Fun n Fitness Day, Little Chef’s 
Day , to name a few, were streamed online and left the students feeling well               
invested within the cosy comforts of their homes.  
 
It gives me immense satisfaction to bring you the glimpses of the Summer Camp 
in this online edition. Through these virtual interactions, students not only got a 
chance to enhance new skills, but also enjoyed the much needed moments of 
relaxation, discovery and  joy. 

Anjana Uboveja 
Headmistress  
Pre Primary 
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